
THE CAPITAL OF GOAN SPIRIT!



Verdant 
Tucked at a resplendent green patch where tranquility and  

freshness breezes into your life! 

Vibrant 
Imbued with myriad hues of the eclectic Goa! 

Vivacious 
The epitome of joie de vivre, where everyday is full of life!



Sumit Bells III is the ultimate epitome of all that Goa 
is adored for.  It’s captivating colours, uplifting amenities 
and soulful surroundings make a life that’s always high in 

excitement, comfort and connectivity. Sumit Bells III is infact 
the capital of Goan spirit in the truest sense!
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Goa surprises you with it’s vibgyor of lifestyles. From the 
soothing countryside to hippiest urban buzz, it has got all.  

All you have to do is decide your preference everyday. 
Because from Sumit Bells you can oscillate between two 

extremes within minutes. 

Joy -  2 minutes to meditative calm, 

15 minutes to city’s infectious buzz! 

All distances are approximation
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*Map not to scale



From colours in the house to contours in its design. 
Every element in the house has been crafted to radiate 
an elevated feel for a good life. From spacious rooms to 

lifestyle interiors, here life is beyond extraordinary.

Bliss - Homes inspired by Goa’s effervescence, 

where no moment is dull! 
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And you have plenty of it for your own. The 
luxurious row houses are crafted to immerse 
you in the comfort of a bungalow. You have 

your private space and at the same time  joys of 
community living.

Space - A bird’s eye view of breathtaking adobe!



Living room
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Sumit Bells III has been tailor-made for a leisurely 
lifestyle. It’s rooms are airy and designed for a dash of 
natural light. It’s an abode where positivity looms all 

day long.

Freedom - Expansive rooms for a no constraints life!



Your home reflects you and embodies your idea of 
a zestful life. Sumit Bells III gives you enough room 

to flex your creativity and apply ideas for impressive 
interiors and memorable parties.

Impressive - From tasteful interiors to impressive 
party ideas.

Living room
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From large windows peeping into fresh greens and 
seeping in fresh air to gentle wall colours that soothe. 

Sumit Bells III bedrooms are an ideal retreat after an 
eventful day.

Unwind - Feel the stress melt away!

Master bedroom
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Multipurpose hall at Club Bells
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Get your creative juices flowing!  Be it drama, singing 
or anything that’s your forte, our multipurpose hall is 

a perfect setting to showcase your talent. Or if you are 
simply a party animal, then you can plan endless get-

togethers and theme parties to satiate your soul.

Virtuoso : Multipurpose hall at Club Bells



Stretch, lift, run.  Chisel the best shape of you!

Fit Forever : Gym at Club Bells

GYM
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN

N

*Actual size and finishing as per agreement for sale.

*Render view for depiction purpose only showcasing two different row houses



1ST  FLOOR PLAN

N

*Actual size and finishing as per agreement for sale.

*Render view for depiction purpose only showcasing two different row houses



This brochure is for guidance only. It does not constitute part of an offer or contract. Design & specifications are subject to change without prior notice at the 
sole discretion of the SumitWoods Management. Computer generated images, if any, are the artist’s impression and are an indicative of the actual designs.

Site Address : Sumit Bells III, Copel Bhat, Nuvem, Salcete, Goa - 403 601.

Goa office : Sumit Woods Ltd, S-102, Sumit Classic, Opp Ponda Muncipal Council, Ponda, Goa 403 401. 
T: 0832-2315209  •  F: 0832-2312698

Head Office : B-1101, Express Zone, Diagonally opposite to Oberoi Mall, W.E. Highway, Malad (E). Mumbai 400097. 
T : 022-28749966/77  •  E : contact@sumitwoods.com  •  www.sumitwoods.com

For Sales Call : 9168664652, 0832-2315209
Project registered with Goa RERA Registration no. PRGO06180472 and 

is available on https://rera.goa.gov.in/reraApp/ (Goa RERA Website) as SUMIT BELLS, PLOT C.


